Abstract. In this short paper we summarise our work in \cite{9} where we make a review of what has been done when intelligence test problems have been analysed through cognitive models or particular systems. This work has been motivated by an observed explosion of the number of papers on this topic in recent years. We have made a general account of all these works in terms of how they relate to each other and what their real achievements are. Not only do we aim at analysing the meaning, utility, and impact of these computer models, but also better understanding what these tests measure in machines, whether they are useful to evaluate AI systems, whether they are really challenging problems, and whether they are useful to understand (human) intelligence.

1 INTRODUCTION

In the early days of artificial intelligence, the IQ test classical approach to human intelligence evaluation was considered useful not only as a tool for the study of cognitive processes and the development of new techniques, but also for the evaluation of AI systems or even as the goal for AI research. Since then, human psychometric tests have been repeatedly suggested as a much better alternative to most task-oriented evaluation approaches in AI. The question thus is whether this measurement of mental developmental capabilities leads to a feasible, practical evaluation for AI.

In this paper we briefly review our work in \cite{9}, where we analysed all the computer models taking intelligence tests (or as many as we could find, about thirty in total), starting with Evans’s ANALOGY \cite{6} and going through to Spaun \cite{5}, a noteworthy 2.5-million-neuron artificial model brain. This analysis was motivated by an observed explosion in recent years of the number of papers featuring computer models addressing intelligence test problems. Through a comprehensive account of all these works in terms of how they relate to each other and what their real achievements are. Not only do we aim at analysing the meaning, utility, and impact of these computer models, but also better understanding what these tests measure in machines, whether they are useful to evaluate AI systems, whether they are really challenging problems, and whether they are useful to understand (human) intelligence.

2 HISTORICAL ACCOUNT

The relation between artificial intelligence and psychometrics started more than fifty years ago. As early as 1963, Evans \cite{6} and Simon & Kotovsky \cite{13} devised AI programs able to identify regularities in patterns (respectively, analogy tasks and letter series completion problems).

After the initial interest of AI research in IQ test problems, this branch of research sank into oblivion during the twenty of so years. However, since the 1980s, cognitive science research recovered this line of research. Hofstadter developed a series of computational models in the Copycat project \cite{11} with the major goal of understanding analogy. In the 1990s, some cognitive models were proposed to simulate the human cognitive processes that take place when solving inductive inference IQ test problems \cite{2}.

In AI, forty years after the work of Evans and Simon & Kotovsky, in 2003, computer programs solving intelligence tests became of interest again. On one hand, Sanghi and Dowe \cite{16} wanted to make a conclusive point about how easy it was to make non-intelligent machines pass intelligence tests. This could have dealt a definitive deathblow to this already ebbing approach. On the other hand, Bringsjord and Schimanski aimed at resuscitating the role of psychometric tests—including not only intelligence tests but also tests about personality, artistic creativity, etc.—in AI \cite{1}. They claimed that psychometric tests should not be dismissed but placed at a definitional, major role for what artificial intelligence is and proposed “psychometric artificial intelligence” (PAI) as a direction of research.

But the fact is that the past ten (and especially five) years (since 2006 and especially 2011) have seen a boom of computational models aimed at solving intelligence test problems. The diversity of goals and approaches has also widened, including the use of intelligence tests for the analysis of what intelligence is, for the understanding of certain aspects of human cognition, for the evaluation of some AI techniques or systems, including robots, and, simply, to have more insights about what intelligence tests really represent. See \cite{9, Section 5} for what we hope has been a complete description of all the computer models that have addressed intelligence tests and related tests, presented in chronological order.

3 DISCUSSION

The analysis has not been restricted to performing a survey of all models addressing intelligence tests. Through a comprehensive account of the models we derived a set of criteria aiming at understanding the meaning, utility, and impact of these computer models taking intelligence tests, and explore the progress and implications of this area of research.
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publication venues, we have seen that they go from mainstream AI to cognitive science, or even psychology, and some of them are in leading conferences and journals in these areas or even in interdisciplinary general outlets. However, it seems that most approaches aim at unveiling general (artificial) intelligence principles in ways that are not necessarily connected to the way humans solve these tests. In fact, there is a wide variety in the techniques used, from more adhoc to more general AI techniques (mostly from machine learning, pattern recognition, automated reasoning, and natural language processing). This suggests that this is attracting more interest in artificial intelligence and cognitive science than in psychology. Overall, some of these models (anthropomorphic or not) have been useful to provide insights and valuable information about how human cognition works.

What about the use of these tests for AI evaluation? Are they becoming more common? It has been recently argued—from human intelligence researchers—that intelligence tests are the right tool to evaluate AI systems [8]. Nonetheless, we have not seen that artificial intelligence has changed its evaluation protocols following this increase of models taking intelligence tests (which a few exceptions such as [7] [6] [5]). Furthermore, we have seen that even for supposedly general tasks that are designed for evaluation, many approaches have the (understandable) tendency to specialise to the task and hard-wire parts (or most) of the solution. The key issue is thus to consider a greater diversity of problems. Very few approaches address more than one kind of test. Actually, the more specific a test is the easier it is to develop specific solutions. Furthermore, different presentations and difficulty levels should be explored. The categories and overlaps between problems could be assessed via theoretical models, instead of using factor analysis as in psychometrics. In other words, a theoretical alternative to the classification of mental abilities should be considered (see [6] [5]).

There is also a huge diversity in whether performance and difficulty are assessed. We need to be clear that focussing on the overall results of a computer model and comparing them with the results of humans is not very informative about how challenging the problem is. Humans are general-purpose systems and it is not fair to compare them with some systems that are only able to solve one problem—even if the problem comes from an intelligence test. Furthermore, many of these intelligence test problems have been developed for humans, and hence it can be unfair to evaluate AI systems’ limitations with anthropocentric measures. Nonetheless, some of the works perform an interesting analysis in terms of difficulty. The purpose is to determine what instances are more difficult, but this is not very related to how challenging the problem is. In fact, focussing on the most difficult problems may even make the system more specialised to the intelligence test task at hand. Some of the previous works have studied whether difficulty is related to the size of the working memory, the size of the pattern, the number of elements that need to be combined or retrieved from background knowledge or the operational constructs needed to solve this problems [18] [22] [20] [21] [3]. These notions of difficulty are much more general and can work independently of the problem and the representation.

4 CONCLUSION

Of the approximately 30 papers we have analysed in [9], half of them have appeared in the past five years. We wanted to investigate whether this increase was casual or was motivated by an increasing need of these tests and the computer models solving them. In order to study this we soon realised that computer models addressing intelligence tests may have different purposes and applications: to advance AI by the use of challenging problems (this is the Psychometric AI approach), to use them for the evaluation of AI systems, to better understand intelligence tests and what they measure (including item difficulty) and, finally, to better understand what (human) intelligence is. Furthermore, the use of intelligence tests for AI evaluation has provided very insightful information about what intelligence tests measure and what they do not and, ultimately, about what characterises intelligence in humans.
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